Case study

The Latin
America puzzle
In Latin America, merchants have struggled in ﬁnding an available
solution to provide cost-effective, integrated multinational
payments processing. This has remained an unsolved piece of
the LATAM puzzle. Our solution to this problem is Prontomás.

How does it work?
Our gateway handles online and traditional brick and
mortar retailers alike. We connect online and in-person
payments to our gateway. Regardless if this
connection is done via an API or a POS, Prontomás
offers middleware services, access to local getaways
and others.
We’re your local guides to the payment world because
we’re the acquirer and own the acquiring licenses with
the card schemes. We connect easily with the main
card banks and local electronic wallets. If your brand is
looking to expand to new markets in Latin America or
already a multi-regional brand, we are here to help you.

What Prontomás does?

Single point of engagement

Uniﬁed commerce

Seamless data analysis

Future proof payments

We integrate the many points of
engagement in the payment
processing cycle, creating one
layer for both merchants and
customers.

Prontomás provides an
omnichannel solution to handle
payments in-store, online or
mobile on one platform.

Our platform creates a singular
database for merchants to
analyze transaction data.

We allow for revenue generation
via open integration with new
business models, transaction
types, and payment methods.

For more information , visit www.prontomas.com

Built for local
everyday needs
We’re an end-to-end platform designed to integrate the payments
landscape in Latin America. Our platform responds to the needs and
conditions of companies and customers in Latin America. By creating
a one-stop payments getaway that enables all major forms of
payment, we help enterprises grow to their full potential. At
Prontomás, our main focus is seamless payment acceptance across
the region.

What deﬁnes us

Forward looking

Local knowledge

Simplicity

We are constantly thinking about the

We need team members across

We like to simplify the complex. We need

future: understanding the market, its

multiple markets. Having experts

people who want to do the heavy lifting

deregulation, and what this means for

throughout Latin America is what

for our clients and work hard to make

the industry.

makes us unique.

partners and merchants’ life easier.

Wherever you’re doing business,
we’re there with you
in-house knowledge for card payments in your market and the
markets you’re growing into.

+30B
in transaction volume annually

In partnership with:

For more information , visit www.prontomas.com

Get the most out of each transaction! Beneﬁt from our extensive

